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Due to Covid 19 complications our gathering
at the Union Jack Club
on Wednesday 9th December 2020
is CANCELLED.
We must now pin our hopes on being able to
meet on 20/21st May next year.
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EDITORIAL
Having done a spell in the army and
learned “never to volunteer”, I can’t
really understand why I’m in this
position!! Taking over the reins of
NkHWazI from the late David
Williams and MaFF, who between
them covered 25 years of editorship, is
a daunting prospect – however, behind
every good man is a better woman, in
my case, Janice.
In putting together our first edition, we have been greatly aided by our
printer, Philip Smith, of Stable Print in Somerset. The format is unchanged
and we hope you enjoy the contents.
It has been a saddening business dealing with the Valete and Obituaries
section. I was in the same squad as Eric Pitt and David Buchanan.
Regrettably this is an inevitable process and I guess the list will only grow
longer – cheerful thought!! aT previous aGM’s I suggested that the
membership consider their obits if they wish to be remembered in
NkHWazI. I now realise how helpful it would be for families in notifying
deaths to the editorship (provided the obits are not too “waffly”).
I would further encourage articles to be submitted in “Life after zambia”.
In fact, any submissions will be gratefully received even if they suffer
under the editor’s red pencil – so keep writing in and please keep in touch
with each other -it’s another form of news.
as you know “the Plague” has made a mess of our year, so I regret we
have no up-to-date photos. We hoped to meet at the Union Jack Club on
the 9th December but Due to Covid 19 complications our gathering
has been cancelled. Hopefully a better chance of our meeting at the Belfrey
on 20th and 21st May 2021. Remember that will be our last 2 day gathering
so we need people to make a big effort to get there.
any omissions or mistakes in this edition are down to Janice or the
printer, but certainly not me!!
Take care and keep taking the tablets.
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John and Janice

Visit of hM Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, Lusaka 1957
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VALETE
David J Ashcroft recently, in Devon, aged 84
Gillian Patricia humphreys april, 2020, wife of Fred Humphreys, aCP
(training) zambia Police
David Malcolm hall 3rd april, 2020, aged 79 in Holland
Timothy Charles O’Neill McCoy March 2020 in Totnes,
aged 81
Alan Sandy Fowlie March 2020 in abingdon aged 88
Leone Wright wife of our Chairman in Frimley Park Hospital,
on 3rd april, 2020
John Coates January 2020 in Leicester aged 89
Colin Dunn in Lusaka in May 2020
Ted Mannion in australia
James Wilkinson in kingston on Hull in May 2020, aged 83
Des hall in Co Wexford in May 2020, aged 95
Patrick huband in Feb 2020 in Lavenham, Suffolk
Ray Lowes in Dec. 2019 at Sutton-on-Sea, Lincs, aged 88
Erik Pitt in Dec. 2019 in kent, aged 86
Nicola Walsh in Johannesburg in april 2020, wife of David Crowther
Oeone Robinson, in June 2020 in auckland, wife of Ian Robinson
Lily Patterson, wife of Paddy Patterson
Phil Lee in Bognor Regis in July 2020
David Buchanan in Gordons Bay, South africa in July 2020, aged 86
Marion West, wife of Mike West, died on 30th august, 2020
Sam Beard died in Gauteng on 5th September, aged 85
6
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OBITUARIES
ERIC “MALIKOPO” PITT
Peter Williams has advised of the death of Eric Pitt. after National Service
with the East Surreys Eric served as a P.C. with the Met before joining the
NRP in 1956. He retired in 1962 when serving as OC kafue. Eric died
peacefully in hospital in kent in December 2019 and his funeral took place
on the 27th January, his 86th birthday. He had for years been in a poor state
of health. Peter had known him longer than any other old NRP comrade.
They both boarded at the Royal Wanstead School in Snaresbrook,
although Peter, being 3 years older, only got to know him better when Eric
was his admin officer at Lusaka Central.
I believe he gained his nickname when checking a long drop chimbusi
with a naked flame he caused a methane gas explosion. at the end of his
colonial service he completed an educational diploma which was at the
time available to mature students, and was a teacher until ill health forced
him to retire.
GILLIAN PATRICIA hUMPhREYS
Jill was the widow of the late Fred Humphreys and mother of Steven and
Clive. She was born in Ludlow, Shropshire in 1931 and studied to be a
teacher in Birmingham. She followed Fred to N.R and they were married
in Ndola in 1954. Many happy years were spent there with dear NRP
friends and they had postings in kitwe, Monze and Lilayi. They continued
on after Independence in 1964 and then moved to zimbabwe in 1973. Jill
taught in primary, secondary and teacher training schools during her long
career in african education. When Fred died in 1997 they had been
married 43 years. Jill returned to the Uk in 2009 and had been in a Care
home in Essex
JAMES RONALD WILKINSON
NRP 1958 – 1961. Died May 2000 in kingston-upon-Hull. James was
stationed in Broken Hill where he met his wife Mary, a nurse. They were
married in Oct. 1960 with Mike Woodward as their best man. This
information was sent by their eldest son, Peter, who for many years was
the association’s host at New Scotland Yard Christmas events.
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JOhN (LEICESTER) COATES,
1931 – 2020
NRP 1954-1964
always to be remembered as, with
Brian Coase, he was a founder member
of the association.
Indeed, it became a very large part of
his life.
Born in Grimsby he lived through the
bombing as a boy at the Grammar
School. He joined the Lincolnshire
Police as a cadet just after the war. He
served in Germany with the Royal Tank
Regiment for his National Service. after
rejoining the Lincolnshire Police for a
spell, to avoid the cold, rain and
rationing, he joined the NRP in 1954. During his first tour he served in
Ndola and Mufulira, meeting and marrying Lilian, a nurse , in 1957. Most
of his second tour was in Solwezi with the exodus from the Belgian Congo
to deal with, Lilian helping as an interpreter with the refugees. He next
became Officer in Charge of Riverside as a Chief Inspector, before finally
becoming Northern Division Staff Officer as an asst. Supt.
The Coates returned to the Uk, settling in the South East for what his
daughter, Pat, described as dark period of John’s life. after one or two not
very successful jobs he moved to Leicester and built up a most successful
transport and driver training company – J.Coates (HGV Services) Ltd.
This he later sold, but still today you may see it’s vehicles on the road.
John became the driving force of the association from it’s foundation. He
served as Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and for many years sat on
the Committee. It was John’s idea that the association should fund a land
rover (NRGI) for anti poaching patrols in zambia, the hand over taking
place in 2000. It was his suggestion that led members to contribute
towards a scholarship for students in various occupations in zambia, also
very successful.

8
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Our wonderful Return to zambia in 2004, together with the presentation
of instruments to the zambia Police Band was also down to John and his
amazing energy.
John chaired the Working Party that planned and designed the Memorial
for the NRP which was erected and the National Memorial arboretum,
and unveiled on the 2nd July 2010 by Cynthia Coase.
a man of many parts, great family man and to whom the association will
always be immensely grateful.
Kalani bwino
LEONE WRIGhT
Leone Wright, wife of Tim, our Chairman,
died in Frimley Park Hospital on 3rd april,
2020. She had been in hospital since
27th Feb. with a series of problems. She
had not been in the best of health for
several years and many members will
know that following various falls, her
mobility had been poor for more than
three years.
Leone Shirley Harris was born in S.a. and
came to Lusaka in 1954 with her mother,
stepfather and younger brother, kenneth.
Her father had died when she was a toddler. She worked as a ground
hostess for Caa at Lusaka airport until coming on a grand tour of Uk
and Europe in 1957. She then joined Lusaka’s Municipal Council
becoming the Town Clerk’s secretary. She and Tim were married in
Lusaka Cathedral on 27th april 1963. When her mother had returned to Sa
in 1966, Tim and Leone came to England. She accompanied him on army
postings to Singapore, briefly, Germany (3 times), Northern Ireland and
Hong kong.
Whilst Tim was posted to aldershot, Leone worked for Paul Wheeler as a
legal secretary and was of great assistance to him, in establishing his firm
of lawyers which is still flourishing. Paul said Leone was a greatly valued
member of the team.
9
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PhIL LEE
Phil was born in 1930. He joined the NRP in
1955. Several members have written following
Phil’s death with comments on his many
activities in Chingola, Broken Hill, Lusaka
and Ndola. a man of many talents, a great
sense of humour, game and bird shooting,
game spotting, painting and not the greatest
respecter of authority!! He was clearly
“unconventional”, greatly respected by the
african police, helped by his knowledge of
their language and by the provision of nyama
from time to time!!
a couple of stories illustrate his way of dealing with matters:.
One day at kabwata, a sorceress, screaming curses, backed by a mob with
spears and axes, demanded a man who had fled to the police for
protection. The african police were powerless, cringing in fear at her
demotic antics. Philip emerged from his office fearlessly confronting her
on the steps of his station, with a dreaded black-magic horn in one hand
and a chameleon – a sacred creature – on the other arm. She dropped dead
at the sight of them. The coroner delivered a verdict of Death by Natural
Causes, poor health generally. The local people knew better – it was
“Mpamvu ya Bwana Phil”
When he was at Bwacha Station during a rabies tie up, he followed
instructions to the letter, from District, to clear the area of strays by
enrolling a bitch which was on heat and taking it for “walkies” around the
Township with the inevitable clearance result.
after leaving Northern Rhodesia, he and Mary went to Queensland where
he was involved in aboriginal affairs for several years, which gave rise to
a fund of stories.
On return to the Uk they settled down in Bognor Regis where he became
involved in Neighbourhood Watch, marching to protest against the EU
and teaching painting to gaol birds. Painting became his major pastime
and many members have his works on their walls.

10
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He joined the 2004 Return to zambia trip and at the big parade presented
a portrait of Michael Mataka to the Training School.
His later years were much saddened by Mary’s illness and eventual death.
He was a very talented man, a good friend to many and will be greatly
missed.
ALAN (SANDY) FOWLIE
from Tim Wright
alan was born 2nd November 1932. He served in the Royal Navy for
several years, including in the korean War.a/insp NRP 6.12.57, Insp.
13.4.62 when at Choma. a/Supt zP i/c Lusaka Central 1956-66.
He enjoyed only limited mobility in recent years so ceased attending
Reunions. He became unwell when shopping with his second wife,
audrey, on 28th Feb. He died in hospital on March 1st
TIMOThY ChARLES O’NEILL McCOY
from Tim Wright
Timothy was born 7.5.39. Royal Navy 1957, midshipman 1958, training for
flying duties. Reductions in the Fleet air arm made him and others
redundant. Cadet NRP 8.1.59. a/I 7.5.59. Was at Mobile Unit when he
resigned 24.6 61. Officer Cadet Federal army 25.6.61. Commissioned
Northern Rhodesia Regt. 20.3.62. Royal Signals 22.12.63, seconded back to
NRR. 1.1.64 Regimental Signals Officer NRR Lusaka.
He was a member of Lusaka Choral Society with Insp. Peter Jordan.
Whilst in rehearsals for “The Messiah” both were mobilised for Lumpa
disturbances in which Peter Jordan was killed. Tim treasured Peter’s copy
of the score for the rest of his life. From the zambia Regt. Tim returned to
the British army in 1966. He saw service in the Gulf States. He was
promoted Major in December 1973. In about 1981 I met him while he was
seconded to the Royal; Brunei Malay Regiment. He had a flair for
languages. He retired in 1994. He became “the McCoy” a title he
presumably inherited and must have been the “real McCoy” He died in
February. and his funeral, a full RC mass took place at Totnes in March
2020. I don’t think any NRPa members were able to attend
11
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ChAIRMAN’S NOTES SUMMER 2020
at the close of 2019 our greatest challenge was to find
a new editor for NkHWazI. No couple has done
more for the NRPa over the years than John and
Janice Hambly, so perhaps it should have been no
surprise when they jointly took on the editorship.
We are yet again in their debt.
In January we heard vague news of Coronavirus far
away in China. In March it seemed prudent to
postpone our May reunion to 18th and 19th September. Through
‘lockdown’ and beyond your Council remained alert and in touch
assessing rumours, damn lies and statistics as well as Government
instructions. It became clear that social distancing would not permit a
proper reunion and when the Oxford Belfry informed us of a cap of 30 on
attendance, it was decided at a ‘zoom’ meeting on 1st august to cancel.
Nigel Rugman arranged for the Belfry to cancel all individual bookings
and inform the members concerned.
Russ Whatley has provisionally booked the Union Jack Club for 9th
December for our traditional Christmas gathering. I am considering
whether a truncated aGM could be included. In any case all depends on
the UJC being open by then.
again ‘Coronavirus’ permitting the 2021 reunion will take place at the
Oxford Belfry on 20th and 21st May. The hotel is eager to accommodate us
and booking details will be issued in due course in the normal way. Until
then stay well.
among those who contacted us through the website have been the
grandson of angus Mcleod 1955-57, the sister of poor Hugh Donaldson
Selby and Ian Lambert Walsh 1955-58 of Broken Hill and CID HQ
Fingerprints, now a retired architect in Durban. He decided he did not
want to join the NRPa after all but I am pleased to say kathy Bell is
rejoining. I have also heard from Corinne Bosnjakovic from australia who
is keen to learn more of her father Eric Bonell, NRP 48-54. She was born in
Livingstone. We have also recently heard from Peter Mutale, Sen Supt,
Chief Research Officer at zambia Police HQ, resident at House No.3
12
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Lilayi. Surprised to learn that any of us are still alive, he sought assistance
with exchange programmes and a scholarship fund to encourage the
study of the modern history of the zambia Police. at this late stage in the
history of the NRPa, I felt unable take on such ventures while indicating
that some of us can remember 24 October 1964 and a varying number of
years thereafter. I drew his attention to Len Norman & Paul Russell’s
articles in NkHWazI No.100. He gave me the sad news that Brenda
Muntemba, the senior zambia Police officer who visited us more than
once and will be remembered by many, was killed in an accident while
serving as zambia’s High Commissioner in kenya.
TIM

Two members of the Mobile Unit cross the Morambo river, May 1956
Sad memories of Taffy Walford and his Platoon (ED)
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NEWS OF OURSELVES
LIFE AFTER zAMBIA - JOhN BEECROFT
In October 1959 towards the end of my second tour, having just spent 16
months at Training School as a Law Instructor, I was Divisional Inspector
at Fort Roseberry to Roger (ali) Barber’s Commanding Officer. also, in
Luapula Province were Derek Mace (D.C.I.O.), Bob Hunter (D.S.B.O.), Eric
Swarbrick (Station O.I.C.), Dave Ward (C.I.D.), Paddy Ryan (Prosecutor)
and Mike Mylod (SaMFYa).
although the ‘Winds of Change’ were approaching, the timing of the
inevitable independence was uncertain. Partly because of this and partly
due to my own feelings that I had had enough of africa and possibly
police work, I decided to seriously consider a change of career; the
opportunities weren’t many!
Mrs Thompson, the wife of the Provincial Commissioner, loaned me their
weekly Times for any worthwhile ads. I wrote to a couple of the
Universities regarding mature student entry and received encouraging
replies. I had in mind social work or teaching but about that time the 2
year Teacher Training Course was increased to 3 years, which I thought
was too long to be on a grant.
I considered Hotel Management but realised if I started at the bottom, i.e.
the Wine Cellar, I might never get up from there.
I went on my 6 months leave in May 1960 and continued by search,
successfully finding an advert for the Probation Service. Much to my
surprise and relief, an application form arrived. an observation day at
Manchester was followed by a London interview but unfortunately my
leave was up before the Home Office gave me the green light.
I therefore returned for my third tour as Officer in Charge MaTERO and
later when my Probation application had been approved and I had
indicated to HQ that I would resign, I was reassigned as Lusaka Rural
District Inspector with alan Simmonds as my O.C.
at the beginning of December 1962, Doug Williams and I shared a
Farewell Party at Lusaka Police Club, at which the new Commissioner,
14
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Mr E.H. Halse presented us both with our Force Rugby colours.
The following week we were on the train to Cape Town and the Durban
Castle, arriving in the Uk after Christmas into the worst winter since 1947.
My first probation training placement in January 1963 was Carlisle
Magistrates Court and my digs were cold, cold with overcoats etc.
covering my bed. after 3 months my induction continued at Leeds Social
Services Department and then down to ‘Swinging 60s’ London for lectures
and exams, based in Chelsea.
My final placement was the Essex ‘New Town’ of Harlow from which I
graduated in January 1964 to the Harrow Probation Office where I enjoyed
a new work style and 35 days (7 weeks) annual leave!
after a year of settling in and making new friends, I bought a modest 3
bedroomed house near the office. I was enjoying the work and 60s London
and I was, of course, single.
In 1967 I inherited from a beloved aunt and decided on a round the world
tour. I set off in December to Beirut, Tehran, Bombay, Delhi and Bangkok,
spending several days in each. Then on to kuala Lumpur, where my
brother was working.
after a couple of weeks it was off to Singapore, Manila, Tokyo, Taipei and
Hong kong where I was made welcome by the NRP contingent including
Dick Younge, Ron Clibborn Dyer and Mark Pelly. Next Sydney and
Brisbane, where I stayed 3 weeks with a family friend. Wellington and
auckland, Fiji, Samoa Hawaii, Los angeles, San Francisco were given a
few days each before, on Friday 8th March 1968 I arrived as a ‘Landed
Immigrant’ in Vancouver.
On the following Monday and Tuesday I had interviews at the BC
Corrections HQ and after a satisfactory Uk reference, was placed on a
short induction course on 1st april 1968.
My first posting as a Canadian Probation Officer was at the Vancouver
office, but after a couple of months a replacement was required at Dawson
Creek, way north of Vancouver and subject to some cold, cold winters. as
HQ nominated me I asked not to be left there for the winter, pleading that
my blood had thinned after 10 years in africa as some such nonsense.
15
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anyway, a temporary posting was agreed and in my allocated
government car I reached my domain - over 300 square miles, with a
mainly indigenous population.
The work was with low grade offenders, reports to Court and liaison with
the RCMP. I had thoroughly enjoyed the ‘Mounties Book for Boys’ in my
pre-teens. Regular contact with the Social Services Department was also
maintained.
In October I was, thankfully, returned to the Vancouver area, which has a
bearable winter climate. Lots of rain which in a short time disintegrated
my light weight shoes. Surprisingly on the street I met up with ken
Swann, a cadet I had lectured at Training School and who was now in
Insurance. We have kept in contact.
I then settled into work at an outlying small town named Cloverdale. I
had digs in the West End of Vancouver and on the lookout for ‘likely
talent’, I frequented a weekend Expats Dance Club where I was lucky.
Glen and I married on 4 October 1969 and we have just celebrated our
50th anniversary. Our daughter Susan was born on 25 September 1970 and
we rented a small bungalow in Burnaby. I eventually ended my Canadian
experience as Senior in Charge of the New Westminster office.
I was lucky to be able to return in 1974 to the Middlesex Probation Service
and my old Harrow office. From there in October 1978 I was promoted to
Senior and moved in charge to acton, a West London office. I retired from
there in 1996 but fairly quickly returned part-time until December 2003.
Since then I have been fully and blissfully retired.

~~~~~~
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The Mobile Unit crossing the Luapula river, 1953

Opening of high Court, Lusaka, 16th July 1951
17
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Traffic Section, Lusaka, 1952

18

Tear gas used to disperse a crowd, Ndola, 1957
Could we find a use for these chaps at the next
Extinction Rebellion demonstration?!! (Ed)
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ThE ChILUBI ISLAND INCIDENT - CONCLUSION
When Father Boumier learned that the battle had caused a number of
casualties, he took the holy oil and a first-aid box and left for Mucinshi on
his motorcycle. On his way he passed through villages that were
completely deserted, for those from the crowd had fled the island or were
hiding in the thick bush. He arrived at Mucinshi village in mid-morning
and without hesitation rode straight into the crowd, many of whom were
excited and in a mood to commit further exactions. Now follows the tale
as he told it, of the events he was involved in that day: "I found there four
corpses lying on corrugated iron roofing sheets under a mango tree, and a
crowd in ferment busy burning the government buildings, the compound
and the locally-owned co-operative stores which were full of foodstuffs. I
cannot say that I was well received. One leader said: look what you have
done. Is this good? and the whole crowd went even further in expressing
their pain & anger. I wasn't very proud, and I told them that I had not
come to talk (about the events) but to help the dying and succour their
wounded. The dead were still warm so I gave the last unction to the one
Christian and conditional baptism to the three pagans. Then a Christian
said to me: "the police are going to come and we shall all die. Give us a
general absolution as they do in wartime." I was a little embarrassed but
the moment was critical: I could not go to the confessional and hear the
confessions of several hundred penitents. I therefore told the Christians
who wanted absolution to group together and kneel down. I exhorted
them to contrition and pronounced over them the formula of absolution.
Things were beginning to calm down but the rump was still determined to
finish burning all the boma buildings and destroy all their plantations of
trees, and then to go & kill the local chief of the island, before returning to
the landing point to await the police and die to the last man defending
themselves.
I then suggested that they should all gather round their dead to pray for
them. Many of them – especially the men – knelt down and together we
said about ten rosaries. Then I said to them: "are you really all ready to
die and present yourselves before God for your life to be judged? and
even if you are ready, what will your death achieve? What good will it do
your country? Can I not help you? I am ready to go & find the D.C. and
tell him that you will give yourselves up and that you are even prepared
19
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to hand over the zambia party leaders, if the government promises not to
do any harm to those who are innocent." The crowd was transformed and
everyone agreed. Then I added: "but I want 2 or 3 elders with me who will
hear everything I shall say to the government officer, to whom I shall
speak in your language."
Immediately, three old men came forward and we went together down to
the shore to look for some means of rejoining the Europeans' boat. The
government motor-boat was sitting offshore under guard of the
Messengers; this was just what we needed to get there quickly. Boarding a
dug-out canoe, the three elders and I set off towards the motorboat. But
when we came close, the motorboat moved off, fearing an attack. When
the occupants of the boat saw the signs I was making to them and
recognised a White Father in the dugout, they let us approach. The guards
told me that they had enough fuel to reach Samfya; I asked them to take
us there straightway, which they agreed to do, having understood the
purpose of our mission. On the way, an aeroplane flying very low let fall a
message which said: Police & doctor are on their way. We carried on for
three hours and then we met a large motor-boat which was heading for
Chilubi and contained 16 police of the mobile unit and their European
captain. I transfer- red to this other boat and returned to Chilubi with
them, having explained to them the situation, the circumstances and the
purpose of my actions. Orders were given to ensure a peaceful
disembarkation. We arrived at Mucinshi without incident and the police
were able to land in good order. as I was getting ready to return to the
mission, the people said to me: "Please stay with us Father, otherwise they
will kill us all." I reassured them and returned to the mission at about 7
p.m. having eaten nothing since the morning. Everyone was awaiting me
in a state of great anxiety, because rumours of all sorts had been spread
about my fate."
Everyone at the mission stayed calm throughout this day. an observation
plane flew over the island & the mission three times during the day, flying
at about twenty metres above the trees. The people were deeply impressed
by it: at first they were terrified, then afraid, and finally a feeling of
security. The White Sisters treated several people with injuries in their
dispensary.
Tuesday 17th March. In the morning, the mission church was full for the
Mass. Police reinforcements arrived on the island, and the plane
20
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continued its observation flights. In the afternoon, equipment for
telegraphic communication with Fort Rosebery and kasama was installed
at the mission harbour. During the night, five police officers with their
men arrived at the mission, having carried out a patrol round the island.
In general the population reacted favourably; a few groups of houses
where the people were still obviously hostile were burned. Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday: the police patrolled round the island and occupied a
few small areas not yet pacified; no incidents. arrests of those responsible
multiplied, reaching a total of 103.
Saturday 21 March: the Europeans and the police came back to Mucinshi
and the D.C. came to the mission in the name of the Provincial
Commissioner, to thank the White Fathers for their courageous attitude
and their efficient help during the days of the disturbances.
It was a great relief to the missionaries to see that their Christians of the
mission – all or almost all of them – had remained on the side of their
Fathers. Even in that tragic moment after the battle, they had very quickly
recovered their calm in the light of the missionary's words, showing
themselves ready to do everything that he asked of them. Some WatchTowers (bacitawala) (Jehovah's Witnesses) later told the catholic teachers
of Mucinshi school: "You are really much better than us. We didn't do
anything to help our countrymen, but your Fathers came at once to help
us and intervene on our behalf. On Palm Sunday there was a big crowd at
the church service."
The History of the Northern Rhodesia Police carries a laconic report of the
incident: "the DC's party with thirty messengers arrived on the island late
on 15 March. Next morning twenty one persons were arrested for various
offences but were released in a brief confrontation with hundreds of
tribesmen at Muchinchi sub-boma in which the DC received a spear
wound and his assistant was so seriously wounded that he had to be
flown to hospital in Lusaka. Four villagers were killed and ten wounded.
a police Mobile Unit arrived the same day and quickly restored order.
More than 100 adult males were arrested: some 50 were tried and
convicted on the spot for minor thefts etc. Others were remanded for trial
at kasama where 32 were convicted of offences from riot to attempted
murder receiving sentences of from five to ten years."
The police had a well-nurtured reputation as a no- nonsense law
21
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enforcement agency. Fr Boumier had found several villages deserted by
their inhabitants and the rioting crowd was convinced that they would all
die when the police came to the island. The "mopping-up" was carried out
quickly and efficiently, with minimal resistance. For the unit, this was a
minor incident, but for the population of the island it was a traumatic
experience which has marked the folklore of the struggle for
independence.
apart from the article in the Johannesburg Star, the incident received
almost no publicity within the country. according to Sharp's daughter, her
father reckoned that the affair had been hushed up because not only
would it not have looked good if it were known that one colonial officer
had shot and wounded another, especially in the atmosphere of preindependence tension then prevailing, but also because the D.C. came out
of the affair rather badly.
Postscript:
The N.R. Government Gazette of 4th December 1959 notified for public
information that Her Majesty the Queen had been graciously pleased to
approve the immediate award of the George Medal to the Rev. Father
augustin Boumier of the Santa Maria Mission, Chilubi Island.
His Excellency The Governor of N. Rhodesia, Sir arthur Benson, made a
three-day journey to the far north of the country in order to officiate
personally at the medal presentation ceremony on 14th January 1960. "He
arrived by government launch from Samfya and found all the schoolchildren, neatly dressed, lined up between the harbour and the mission.
after a few minutes for putting on his official full dress uniform, His
Excellency took the Royal Salute and inspected the Guard of Honour
formed by the Police Mobile Unit. The citation was read and the medal
was presented. Besides the Governor there were present: two Provincial
Commissioners, two D.C.'s and several other Provincial administration
officials. The White Fathers of the kasama diocese were of course present
in number, including "His Lordship of kasama and Monsignor Pailleux"
and Fr Boumier's brother, himself a White Father at the Lubwe mission in
Luwingu district. a congratulatory letter was received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies." Fr Boumier left the province soon afterwards,
for a holiday in France.
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John Sharp spent most of the next five years in Lusaka undergoing a long
series of treatments for his severely injured right arm. He was frequently
in severe pain and the use of his arm was not restored for some five years.
He was invalided out of the N.R. government service in 1963 and later
served for ten years in the South Pacific Commission, in Fiji. He died in
april 2013, aged 89.
Governor Benson left N.R. in april 1960, aged 52, after 25 years' service.
George and Barbara Cockburn returned to the U.k. in 1968; he was offered
a job at the University of Lancaster and in due course rose to become
Secretary of the university.
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Mobile Unit Band, 1957

NRP Lusaka, 1930
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GISSA JOB: ThE TAxMAN’S TALE
as our ship sailed up the English Channel in May 1963, my thoughts as I
gazed out over the ship’s rail were not how wonderful to see England
again but how am I going to earn a living? a colonial policeman with a
measly three O Levels, married, with one little boy. and as the summer
wore it became clearly apparent that my wife, Frances, was pregnant.
To be honest, in 1963 in Britain, jobs were quite easy to come by and I was
offered posts at the Portman Building Society and Barclays Bank Trust
Department - but both posts were in London. Even in the early 60s, the
cost of modest housing in London and its suburbs was simply out of
reach. I consulted a brochure of jobs in the Civil Service hoping I might be
offered something in the provinces. In the section for administrative class
jobs (the First Division), I lighted upon the Inland Revenue which sought
recruits for direct entrant Inspectors of Taxes. It invited applications from
graduates with honours degrees, holders of regular commissions in the
armed forces, or members of the Overseas Civil Service! Now, during my
time as an instructor at PTS Lilayi I had started studying for the Chartered
Institute of Secretaries exams and found myself strangely attracted to the
taxation paper, so I decided to roll the dice and apply to the Inland
Revenue for an Inspector post.
I was called for an interview in London and was confronted by two
assistant secretaries. at the start, the chairman said “Mr Lyon in your
application you say that you went to Beckenham County Grammar
School. We don’t seem to be able to find that school in the national schools
list” Caught out lying at the very beginning. Should I leave now? I
stumblingly confessed that I had attended Beckenham and Penge C.G.S
for Boys; I had thought at the time that ‘Penge’ would convey the wrong
impression. I mean, have you ever seen Penge? They passed over this
blooper and carried on the interview which did not seem at all onerous.
Much to my surprise, I was called back for a three-day event: a procedure
which used to be called ‘The Country House Weekend’. It no longer took
that form and, for me, consisted of three days of lengthy interviews, tests
and group exercises. There were four other candidates, all young graduate
teachers who had found teaching teenagers just too bloody. We were set to
debating a subject set by the examiners and I happily waffled away for an
hour. after came an arithmetic test - presumably because it was a good
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idea for tax inspectors to be able to do basic arithmetic. It was a shock for
me. I had forgotten anything I had learnt about arithmetic. How was I
supposed to calculate percentages? Then came “The New Ministry”. We
were each given a thick file full of dogeared, scribbled-over papers which
we had to read, digest and then write a report advising the Minister on the
location in the provinces of a new ministry. This had to be done within 90
minutes.
The next two days were taken up by interviews conducted by bright
young senior civil servants. ask the candidate for his opinion on a subject
then justify his opinion, always followed by the interviewer saying
“Hmmm! Really?” However, in my final interview with the Chairman he
said that he had enjoyed chatting to me because I had a different
background from the usual run of candidates. One up for the N.R.P., I
thought.
I was called back for a final interview before a panel consisting of six
members of the great and the good. I think the Chairman was a colonial
governor on leave but not, thank goodness, of Northern Rhodesia. There
was also a Trade Union leader and a retired deputy Chief Inspector of
Taxes. The session went well except for one officious member of the
establishment who wanted to know why I had failed the final exam of the
Chartered Institute of Taxes, which I had taken six weeks before I left N.R.
I waffled once again, and he retired baffled. a week later, the Revenue
wrote offering me a place as an Inspector. Thank God! My wife and child
would not starve.
I asked for a posting in the Midlands and was sent to Wolverhampton.
The next 4 years was spent studying for the Inspector exams and being
allowed, gradually, to encounter actual taxpayers. Having passed the
exams, I was posted to Chester to manage sections of the district tax office
and, after two years, was promoted and appointed as District Inspector of
Liverpool 10 District.
Contrary to expectations, working in the Revenue was never boring. In
some ways, it was like being back in the police, especially when, after
Liverpool 10, I was transferred to the Manchester Enquiry Branch - a
specialist unit consisting of six Inspectors and three Chartered
accountants - which investigated cases of large-scale taxation fraud. Most
cases were settled by the individual taxpayer or company paying a sum
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comprising the tax lost, interest and a substantial penalty. If a case was
particularly heinous, however, criminal proceedings were instituted. I
conducted three such investigations. Two of the taxpayers received
custodial sentences and the third avoided prison on health grounds. I had
never expected, on entering the Revenue, that I would once again be
saying, ‘You are not obliged to say anything but any thing you do say…’
The usual stint in Enquiry Branch was six years. Presumably, it was
thought by the Board that any longer in that job would make an Inspector
too cynical, so I became District Inspector of Rugby. I was in that post for 7
years then decided that I would like a Head Office seat. I ended up in the
Oil Taxation Office, situated in central London. It was a new department
set up when the North Sea started to gush. It taxed the operations being
carried out by the major oil companies - american and British - and the
ancillary activities e.g. exploration rigs, (semi-submersible and jack-ups)
and divers. I soon realised that I had to learn a new language when, after a
couple of weeks in my new seat, the tax manager of one of the oil
companies spread out a long sheet of paper on my desk covered with
horizontal wavy lines. ‘You will see, Mr. Lyon, that we have here a Jurassic
horizon.’ When I got home that evening, I signed up for evening classes in
geology.
all work in the Revenue has confrontational elements but confrontation in
the oil industry is of a different order. american companies, polite but
threatening; ‘we hear what you say, Mr. Lyon, but they won’t like this in
San Diego.’ British companies, impolite but still threatening; ‘we don’t like
your approach Lyon and we are going to see the Minister’. I had one slap
on the wrist from on high. One of my responsibilities was the tax regime
applied to divers in the North Sea. Theirs was a difficult and dangerous
job carried out by men of many different nationalities, including British,
and they lobbied the Prime Minister for a change in the legislation. The
file landed on my desk calling for a report and recommendations. I wrote
a screed saying there could not be a change without breaching a lot of
Double Taxation Treaties. I sent it off and forgot about it. Two weeks later
it thumped down again on the desk my report covered with comments by
various functionaries, but one marginal note froze my blood. In green ink
against one of my paragraphs it said ‘Rubbish’! M.T.’ There goes my
career, I thought. However, nothing came of the divers’ pleas so my errors,
whatever they were, vanished into obscurity.
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There was, it seemed to me, one physically dangerous moment when I
was helicoptered out to the Beatrice Platform which stands in the Moray
Firth. I shut my eyes tight as the helicopter descended to the handkerchief
sized landing stage on top of the platform with a steady wind blowing. I
scrambled out and made for the stairs mindful that there was no fencing
round the edge of the platform and that the Piper alpha disaster had
happened only a few months earlier.
My travel costs commuting from my home in Rugby had been subsidised
by the Revenue, but at the end of four years the subsidy was withdrawn,
it being assumed, that by the end of that period, anyone in my position
should have sorted out funding for his travel costs. Five thousand pounds
a year! I screamed for a posting near home and was given Coventry
District.
Two years later, the Electricity Boards were privatised, and I was whipped
out of Coventry to an office in Solihull which had been set up to deal with
the electricity industry. I was responsible for the regional electricity
companies, Manweb, South West Electricity, London Electricity etc. The
problem in dealing with these entities was that, before privatisation, they
were electricity boards and were, in fact, public bodies. The tax due went
straight from one public body - the electricity board - to another public
body - the Exchequer. as a result, a very ‘broad brush’ approach had been
taken by both sides to the assessment and calculation of tax. The
procedures had become full of ‘old Spanish customs’ and it has to be said
that the newly privatized companies thought they could carry on that
way. It was my job to disillusion them by taking a much more rigorous
approach to tax assessment.
Many disputes between taxpayers and the Revenue are like the disputes
between medieval scholars as to how many angels can dance on the head
of a pin. as an example, if you stroll across Leicester Square today you are
on top of a large three-storey structure, buried underground, which is a
transformer substation. The electricity company which had built it said
that the whole thing was plant and machinery. I, after descending into the
depths under Leicester Square, said that it was a building. There would be
considerable tax advantages for the company if it was determined that the
substation was plant and machinery. The company and I locked horns,
solicitors, leading Q.C.s, civil and electrical engineers became involved. at
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the first hearing, before the Special Commissioners (the court of first
hearing in tax disputes) in London the company produced an accurate
wooden model of the substation and their Q.C. likened it to a toaster; he
lost me completely there, but it was the Revenue Q.C. who had to deal
with that so I went home. The case ended up in the High Court, by which
time I had retired. Nevertheless, when one of my colleagues wrote to tell
me that the Revenue had won, I felt a small surge of triumph.
Having taught myself geology while at the Oil Taxation Office, I had to
master the mysteries of power generation and electricity distribution and
this illustrates what I said near the start of this account - I had never spent
a boring day in the Revenue. I was very lucky to follow this post-N.R.P.
career.
On my last day at work, my colleagues took me for lunch at the Ramada
Hotel in Solihull town centre. There were eight of us and the waitress
asked what the occasion was. ‘Chris’s retirement’ they cried. So, she
kissed me, which was a nice way to end my career.
~~~~~~~

NRP Motor cycle display team, Lusaka, 1957
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NEWS FROM zAMBIA
DROUGhT RESISTANT CROPS
To deal with drier conditions brought by a changing climate, farmer
Pamela Nyirenda last year shifted to growing drought-hardy cassava,
among other new water-saving crops such as groundnuts and cowpea.
But this year her cassava field has brought not just a secure harvest but
also a financial windfall, as buyers snap up the tubers to produce ethanol
for alcohol based hand sanitiser. as they struggle with longer and more
frequent droughts linked to climate change, a growing number of farmers
in zambia - and across sub-Saharan africa - are switching to water saving
crops such as millet, cassava and sorghum, which are more likely to
ensure a harvest, even in poor conditions.(Reuters 1st)
FOOD AID
The United Nations World Food Programme has begun delivering relief
food assistance to more than a quarter of a million vulnerable people
heavily impacted by recent flash flooding. On top of last year’s drought
that plunged 2.3 million people into food insecurity, recent flash floods
have left an estimated 1.1 million in need of food assistance. WFP
Representative in zambia Jennifer Bitonde says unpredictable weather
patterns are having a profound impact on the lives of the most vulnerable
in zambia. She said the COVID-19 pandemic hit zambia as people
affected by drought and flash floods were just starting to recover and
rebuild their livelihoods and this risks undermining resilience gains and
further aggravating food insecurity of the most vulnerable. (Lusaka Times
20th)
IMF REJECTION
The international Monetary Fund has confirmed that is has not processed
zambia’s request for emergency Covid-19 assistance because the country
has unsustainable levels of debt. IMF Director of Communications Gerry
Rice confirmed that the zambian authorities have requested emergency
assistance from its international partners, including the Fund in addition
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to an earlier request from zambia for Fund support for their broader
economic reform program. Dr Rice reiterated that any IMF financial
support, including emergency financing, is contingent on steps to restore
debt sustainability. (Lusaka Times 22nd)
BUMPER MAIzE hARVEST
zambia has returned a bumper maize harvest this year after it recorded an
estimated 3,387,469 metric tonnes in the 2019/2020 agriculture season.
This is an increase from the 2,004,389 metric tonnes produced last season
and represents an increase of 69 per cent. This is attributed to favourable
weather, the early delivery of inputs under the farmer input support
programme, and the renewed confidence in growing maize. (Lusaka
Times 27th)
PAPAL APPOINTMENT
Pope Francis on Friday appointed Bishop Benjamin Phiri as the Bishop of
the Diocese of Ndola, zambia. Bishop Phiri has been serving as the
auxiliary Bishop of Chipata, zambia since 2011, and Rector of St.
Dominic’s Major Seminary in Lusaka since 2004. Bishop-elect Phiri was
born on 14 June 1959 in Chongololo, (Petauke District) Chipata, and was
ordained to the priesthood on 14 September 1986 for the diocese of
Chipata. (Lusaka Times 3rd)
KARIBA RECOVERY
The kariba Dam, the main hydropower plant for zambia and zimbabwe
is operating at near-full capacity for the first time since it was revamped
two years ago. The worst regional drought in four decades shuttered
power generation at kariba for more than a year and led to daily power
cuts of as long as 18 hours in zimbabwe and neighbouring zambia. Both
countries rely on the lake for about half of their power. The facility, which
was upgraded in March 2018 to expand output to 1,050 megawatts from
750 megawatts, is operating near peak capacity thanks to higher water
inflows to Lake kariba, the world’s largest man-made reservoir. Water
levels at kariba have risen five-fold and the reservoir’s capacity is 41%, up
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from as low as 8% earlier this year, according to the latest data from the
zambezi River authority, which manages the Lake. (Lusaka Times 7th)
FALLS FLOODED BY TOURISTS
about 4,200 visitors accessed the Victoria Falls area during Heroes and
Unity holidays, the highest number ever recorded. Livingstone Tourism
association Board Chairperson Rodney Sikumba said the Livingstone
Museum and the Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park recorded these impressive
numbers. He added that the overwhelming support as evidenced by the
influx of local tourists and holidaymakers is a clear indication that the
zambian tourism sector can thrive with the support of zambians even
under challenging circumstances such as Covid-19. (Lusaka Times,
zambian Daily Mail & zNBC 9th)
SUSPENSION OF VISAS
The zambian Government has suspended the issuance of all tourist visas
until further notice. Travellers arriving in zambia without a visitor visa
with plans to apply for a visitor visa upon arrival for non-essential
purposes will not be permitted entry despite zambian borders being
officially open. Entrance to zambia through non-tourist visas or permits is
subject to approval from the Ministry of Health following a health
screening at the port of entry. all travellers coming into zambia will be
required to provide a negative COVID-19 test result conducted within the
previous 14 days prior to arrival in zambia. (Lusaka Times 31st)
CURRENT CORONAVIRUS STATUS
The current number of cases are as follows: There have been 5555 positive
cases of COVID-19 of whom 2117 are still active, 3289 have recovered and,
sadly, there have been 149 deaths.
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QM STORES

The NRPA coffin pall is available on loan for a member's funeral from
Chris Lyon. A returnable deposit of £50 is required to secure the loan.

Silk Crested Tie

£17.50

Polyester crested tie

£8.00

Polyester striped tie

£7.50

Baseball caps

£8.00

Cravats (in Force colours)

£8.00

Cummerbund (in Force colours)

£9.00

These items will be available at reunions.
If required by post please add £2.50 p&p
The following items are made to measure

Polo shirts with NRPa crest

£14.00

Sweatshirts NRPa Crest on left breast

£22.50

Please specify size and colour required.
QM advises that all colours are available.
Copies of Tim Wright’s book are sold out.

The Final Date for Material for NKhWAzI No. 102
is 4th June 2021
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